One
big,
happy…
38 Great Ideas for telling the story of a family

Five family photographers offer
advice on everything from disengaged tweens
to common compositional foibles to
post-production workflow. by Stephanie Boozer

Photograph by Jennifer Dell
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Ah, the family photo. Dad doesn’t really
want to be there, the kids definitely
don’t want to be there, and mom is
holding on by a thread just trying to
get everyone cleaned up, presentable
and all in one place. Now it’s your job
to get everyone calm and relaxed, and
looking great. No stress, right? Families
always bring a little bit of chaos, but
therein lies the beauty. You never know
what’s going to happen, and that can
lead to remarkable moments, however fleeting, of joy and love and true
admiration between kids and parents,
husbands and wives.
As Raye Law, of Fort Smith, Ark., puts
it, “I can see happy times like when
a new baby is expected and heartwrenching times like when a mother
was diagnosed with cancer. That’s when
I truly realize the meaning of my job.”
Likewise, Jennifer Dell, of Tomball,
Texas, says one of her best experiences
as a family photographer was when
she shot the large extended family of a
grandfather just diagnosed with cancer. “The room was filled with love and
respect for this amazing man,” she says.
“I was so honored to be a part of documenting this amazing tradition.”
Those are the moments that drive
home how important a simple family
photo can be. To get more insight on
embracing the chaos and capturing
those real, genuine moments, we talked
to Raye, Jennifer, and three other
photographers to get their advice, tips
and tricks on capturing what it is to
be a family.
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TIPS FOR DOING
YOUR HOMEWORK

One. Melissa Stottmann, of Wilmington,
Del., says her biggest
challenge starting
out was not doing
enough prep work,
which made it hard
for her to take charge
of a family shoot. “I
would often go into
a session without a
plan and give very
little direction,” she
says. “For an image
to appear ‘in the
moment,’ much
planning needs to
take place. I learned
through trial and error how to make my
vision a reality.”

Two. “I created an ebooklet (PDF) for my
clients to read prior
to a session,” says
Jennifer. “It reminds
them to slow down
and breathe, and not
worry about making
sure all the details are
100 percent perfect.
I’m out to capture
real moments, and
those often come
in between posed,
perfect shots.”
Three. “Practice
what you preach!”
says Raye. “Having
your own family’s
photo done can

really open your eyes.
Hire a professional
photographer... and
you can see what a
client may be feeling
before, during and
after a session. Take
your experience and
put it toward making
your own clients feel
more relaxed.”
Four. “Know your
locations and know
them well, so you
can focus on your
subjects,” adds
Stottmann. “I have a
handful of locations
that I know really
well at all different

times of day and
in many lighting
conditions. I prefer
the outdoors and
working with dreamy
light. I want it to feel
like nothing else
matters but what is
happening right here
and right now.”
Five. Know in
advance which locations work best for
family shoots. “My
absolute favorite
location is the beach,”
says Jennifer. “After
that, I love big, white
kitchens and neutral
master bedrooms.”

4

IDEAS
TO GET
EVERYONE
IN THE
MOOD

One. When Melissa Koehler, of San Diego, notices “mom is a
bit frazzled,” she starts out with easy conversation. “They are so
nervous coming into the shoot because of outfits, kids’ behavior,
husband’s attitude, etc.,” she says. “If I can get them to laugh, they
usually calm down and relax. I do a lot of talking in my sessions
and I think that helps my clients to trust me.”
Two. “You want to capture the pure, honest, genuine love families
have for each other,” says Raye. “First-time clients may take some
time to get everyone relaxed and to let go of their past photography experiences where they’ve had to sit up straight and still.
Communication is key and lets them know what to expect.”
Three. “Make sure to communicate before, during and after
the session,” says Koehler. “Even if you think you’ve already said
something, say it again. Always reassure the parents the session
is going great and that you think you’ve got some great shots. Be
enthusiastic — it usually rubs off on them.”

Four.

“Patience is one of
the most important things
to remember” says
Jennifer. “Start with your
camera in the bag, and
make the connection
before whipping out the
camera and shooting.”
Photographs this page by Michele Anderson,
Pinkle Toes Photography
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Photographs this page by Michele Anderson,
Pinkle Toes Photography

6

WAYS TO TURN THOSE
FROWNS UPSIDE DOWN

One. “Dads and toddlers have about the same attention
span, so I try to work quickly and stay as relaxed as possible,” says Michele Anderson of Pinkletoes Photography in
Austin, Texas. “The second you or the parents start tensing
up, that’s when the images become forced and stiff.”

Two. “If parents are stressed, the children will pick up on
that, ” says Jennifer. “We take breaks sometimes to regroup. If I need a sibling image, I’ll have mom and dad walk
off, so I can get more of a connection with the children.”
Three. “The greatest challenge has been and always will
be working with children,” says Michele. “But then again,
their unpredictability can garner interesting images, so I

{PRODUCTS}

just use that to my advantage and stay ready to shoot even
when the family doesn’t think we’re shooting.”
Four. Stottmann advises getting shots of younger children early on in the session. “I find it easier for the parents to do the bribing and I’m more of the entertainment.
And, make friends with dad! This one goes a long way.”
Five. To break the ice with older kids, Jennifer hands over
her camera and shows them how to take a picture. “This
usually does the trick,” she says.
Six. Michele’s top tip? “Don’t force it. Just capture the
best version of what is.”

“The galleries I show clients are quite large to encompass posed,
candids, individuals, groups, etc.,” says Raye. “I want my clients to have as
many of their images as possible in order to tell their story. The main
package I sell includes the digital files and a coffee table book I hand-design.”
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“My clients want
digital files more
than anything,
so that’s what
I give,” says
Michele. “I do
like to sell albums
because I feel
like those are
what the children
will enjoy flipping
through years
down the road,
and it helps tell
the story of the
session more accurately than just
random images
on a computer.”

3

THOUGHTS
ON PROPS

One. “I use props as tools to help me capture closeness and to keep my clients comfortable,” says Raye. “I don’t want a prop to take away focus from
the family. I may use a stool to allow a child to see eye-to-eye and easily
embrace mom, or I use a blanket or my outdoor bed to allow families to lay
and snuggle without worrying about bugs or wet grass.”
Two. Jennifer likes props to have sentimental value, such as a mother’s
childhood bed placed under a tree. “I piled up the family on the bed, where
they read her books from her childhood while she snuggled up under a quilt
her grandmother made her,” says Jennifer. “This made the session have so
much more meaning.”
Three. “I like to do stylized mini sessions and get creative with props during them, but for my lifestyle family photo sessions, it’s non sequitur,” says
Michele. “I will ask a family if they have anything meaningful they can bring
to the session, but I’m not going to go out and make a papier-maché hot air
balloon if the family doesn’t actually go hot-air ballooning.”

“I use props to help me capture closeness and
KEEP MY CLIENTS COMFORTABLE.”
5 TIPS FOR
CAPTURING
INTIMACY
One. “Family photography is about the
connection,” says
Koehler. “I try to keep
the family connected
in some way. I like
my photos to show
how much this family cares about each
other and how much
fun they’re having.”

Two. “When we
arrive, I have the
family sit down and
I ask them to get

close, closer, then
closer,” says Stottmann. “Hands are
a strong feature. I
want them engaged,
wrapped, and touching one another.”
Three. “In a photograph, any spaces or
gaps between people
become magnified and can give a
feeling of disconnect, regardless of
how happy everyone
appears,” says Raye,
noting it’s an easy
thing to overlook
when shooting, but
just as easy to fix.

Four. “It’s key to make
sure you’re capturing
their moments together,” says Koehler.
“Of course you want
shots of them all looking at the camera, but
it’s really important to
get the in-between
moments of families
interacting with each
other and laughing.”
Five. “I can guarantee the image that
will make mom cry
will be the one of her
family that shows
the connection
between everyone,”
says Jennifer.

Photograph by Raye Law
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4

TIPS FOR HANDLING STORMY
WEATHER, ON ALL FRONTS

One. “It’s quite possible little Johnny is going to miss his nap and be Captain Grumpy Pants for the
session,” says Jennifer. “These things happen, so plan for common obstacles. In this case I would most
likely reschedule so that my clients are able to get beautiful images. It’s not easy to do that, but I truly
want them to be as happy as possible.”
Two. “Since this isn’t a wedding, I have the luxury of not forcing a session with small children and cranky
parents in a rainstorm,” says Michele. “I will try to keep the session as scheduled as much as possible, but if
we can’t shoot in the home, sometimes you just have to know when not to stack the cards against yourself.”
Three. “My backup for bad weather is usually to reschedule, though I did recently shoot in the rain for a dear
friend and that was a first for me,” says Koehler. “The images turned out much better than expected, but it was
wet for sure and certainly challenged me to the core! I ended up having a waterproof jacket draped over my
head and camera while shooting. I did bring a cute umbrella for them and they were such good sports about it.”
Four. “I tend to book the majority of my outdoor family sessions during weekdays,” says Raye. “If by chance
bad weather occurs, we plan for that weekend or the next date that is best for the family.”

THE EMERGENCY KIT

2
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PLANS
FOR THE
BEST GEAR

One. “I carry two cameras so I don’t miss
any moments happening when I would
be switching lenses,” says Raye. “My
Nikon D4 is my workhorse for most of
the session, using a Nikkor 50mm f/1.4D
AF for both images and video. My Nikon
D3 with a Nikkor 105mm f/2.8G ED-IF
AF-S VR Micro is for indoor newborn
sessions and outdoor family gatherings.”
Two. Jennifer only shoots with prime
lenses, starting with 135mm at a distance, to give the family “some breathing room and not feel the pressure of my
camera in their faces,” she says. “As we
go, I switch to my wider lenses, making
my way eventually to 24mm.”
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Michele Anderson’s camera bag also holds an emergency kit with stickers
for kids (good as a ‘thank-you’), a few small puppets just in case, bug repellent,
sunscreen towelettes, baby wipes, a small pack of tissues and a brush.

{PRODUCTS}

“My clients want
digital and I
understand that,
says Stottmann,
but I want them
to have something on their
wall so I have
packages that are
a win-win. One
of my most popular items is the
Gallery Mount
storyboard from
ProlabExpress.
These are woodmounted, heavy,
sturdy, simple
and gorgeous. I
sell them in 12” x
18” and 20” x 20”.
prolabexpress.com

5 OPINIONS ON
ENHANCING
& ALTERING

One. “I generally clean up an image and
remove blemishes, but I really go light with
removing undereye circles, wrinkles and with
liquefying,” says Stottmann. “My images are
centered around ‘realness’ and I certainly
don’t want to change someone’s appearance,
but instead enhance their natural beauty.”
Two. “I used to be much more heavyhanded in Photoshop, but now, I’m all about
simple and real,” says Michele.
Three. “While storytelling, details and candid
shots are key, they can also fill up a gallery
before I know it,” says Raye. “Therefore, my
processing and workflow need to compensate for my love for quantity and variety in a
session by being simple and fairly quick.”
Four. Head-swaps are only done if a specific image calls for it,” says Raye. “I rarely
do it to get everyone looking at the camera.
I show very few traditional ‘all eyes on
camera’ images.”
Five. “I try hard to get everything perfect
in-camera,” says Jennifer. “I start off with the
best image. Sometimes, if I am desperate
and I know it’s a shot the family really wants,
I’ll do a head-swap. Otherwise, I keep it clean
and simple with my processing.”

OUR FAMILY PANEL

Melissa Koehler
melissakoehlerblog.com
Canon EOS 5D Mark III and
EOS 5D Mark II backup.
Canon 70-200mm f/2.8L
USM EF, 50mm f/1.2L USM
EF, 85mm f/1.8 USM EF
and 100mm f/2.8 USM
EF lenses.

Michele Anderson
pinkletoes.com
Nikon D700 camera with
Nikkor 35mm f/1.4G AF-S,
50mm f/1.4D AF, 24-70mm
f/2.8, 85mm f/1.4

Jennifer Dell,
jenniferdellphotography.com
Nikon D4, and D700. Nikkor
24mm f/1.4G ED AF-S,
50mm f/1.4D AF, 85mm
f/1.4G AF-S, 105mm f/2.8D
AF, and 135mm f/2D AF DC
lenses, Lensbaby Composer
Pro with Sweet 35 Optic.

Raye Law
rayelawphotography.com
Nikon D4 and D3 cameras
with Nikkor 50mm f/1.4D
AF and 105mm f/2.8G EDIF AF-S VR Micro lenses.

Melissa Stottmann
melissastottmann
photography.com Nikon
D700 camera and Nikkor
50mm f/1.4D AF, 85mm
f/1.8D AF, and 135mm
f/2.0D AF DC lenses.
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